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School background 2018–2020

School vision statement School context School planning process

Dora Creek Public School has a small school culture
focusing on student wellbeing; promoting rich learning
opportunities and collaborative practice. Staff target student
needs, leading to improved outcomes for all students.

Dora Creek Public School is a school rich in tradition and
quality education. It has served the community of Dora
Creek for over 140 years and is held in high esteem by the
local and wider community. Currently the school hosts 122
students, with an approximate equal number of girls and
boys. In addition, seventeen percent of our students
identify as being Aboriginal. Our Family Occupation and
Education Index (FOEI) is currently valued at 115. Dora
Creek Public School is a proud member of the Western
Shores Learning Alliance. Our school is staffed by a
teaching Principal, an Assistant Principal and four
additional classroom teachers. We have a full–time School
Administration Manager and a part–time School
Administration Officer. With additional funding, we employ
three part–time School Learning Support Officers. All staff
strive to provide students with the skills, knowledge and
values necessary for success in education, and in life;
underpinned by quality wellbeing philosophies. The school
continues to focus on the quality of student outcomes in
literacy, numeracy and engagement catering for a broad
range of activities in performing arts, cultural awareness,
leadership, sporting, environmental and academic pursuits.
Our students perform well in sporting initiatives, with a
proud history of regional and state representation.
Technology supports our teaching and learning programs
with all classrooms fitted with IWBs and a Connected
Classroom available for all.

The school planning process involved consultation with
students, teachers, the community and external critical
friend opportunities. Extensive evaluation was completed
throughout 2017 and the school undertook external
validation. Analysis of NAPLAN, BEST START data,
placement and tracking of students on the continuum
occurred (PLAN); and student report data was also deeply
anlaysed.  Parents and teachers participated in
consultation forums and the outcomes of these discussions
emphasised that our school should focus upon increasing
the use of technology in the classrooms; improve our
student results, strengthen our transition program to
Morisset High School; and continue to provide a variety of
opportunities for our students. The three strategic
directions of this school plan have been developed through
undertaking this process and rigorous analysis of school
data has informed the key improvement measures.
Furthermore, consultation has been undertaken with the Itji
Marru Aboriginal Education Consultative Group in order to
build upon a partnership agreement for improved
engagement and outcomes for Aboriginal students.
Finally, the Department of Education Strategic Plan
2018–2022 and the School Excellence Framework are
reflected in the shaping of this plan.
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School strategic directions 2018–2020

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 1

ENGAGED LEARNING

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 2

QUALITY TEACHING

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 3

EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Purpose:

To ensure all students have the opportunity to engage in
rich learning experiences that allow them to learn and
adapt in a variety of contexts; students will develop
foundation skills with a strong content knowledge in literacy
and numeracy.

Purpose:

To ensure teachers develop quality teaching practices
utilising evidence based pedagogy. 

Purpose:

To ensure leadership is strong, strategic and effective. As a
result of this leadership, the school community is
self–sustaining and ever improving.
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Strategic Direction 1: ENGAGED LEARNING

Purpose

To ensure all students have the opportunity
to engage in rich learning experiences that
allow them to learn and adapt in a variety of
contexts; students will develop foundation
skills with a strong content knowledge in
literacy and numeracy.

Improvement Measures

Increase the percentage of students
demonstrating positive learning
and behaviour choices as determined
through whole school monitoring of
wellbeing practices.

Most students achieve in the top two bands
for NAPLAN reading, writing and
numeracy.

Increase the percentage of students
demonstrating expected growth in literacy
and numeracy (Learning Progressions).

People

Students

Build skills to meet behaviour expectations
in a variety of settings across the school.

Develop a deep understanding of using a
set of criteria to improve knowledge
acquisition in literacy and numeracy.

Parents/Carers

Play an active part in determining and
supporting wellbeing practices across the
school.

Staff

Develop dynamic teaching and learning
programs based on evidence, revision and
feedback on teaching practice.

Leaders

Facilitate an explicit approach to literacy
and numeracy based upon high
expectations, with an emphasis upon
meaningful data analysis.

Processes

Wellbeing

Implement a whole–school approach to
student wellbeing, in which students can
connect, succeed and thrive at each stage
of their learning.

High Expectations

Develop and implement strategies that
support the explicit teaching of skills and
the meeting of quality task criteria in
Literacy and Numeracy.

Curriculum

Develop the knowledge and skills of all
students using evidence–based, innovative
teaching practices.

 

Evaluation Plan

Tracking of Wellbeing Entries via internal
school data bases.

Parent  and student surveys regarding
knowledge of wellbeing and welfare
processes across the school

PAT online tracking of students 3–6

Pre and post–testing of students

Monitoring progress against the SEF

Practices and Products

Practices

Expectations of behaviour are
co–developed with students, staff and the
community and are designed to ensure
effective conditions for learning. 

Partnerships with parents and students
are developed so that all students make
learning progress supported by clear
improvement aims.

All teaching staff use data to inform and
differentiate teaching and learning by
tracking student progress.

Products

Expectations for student behaviour are
explicitly, consistently and supportively
applied across the school.

Curriculum supports high expectations and
students are motivated to deliver their best
to continually improve.

Most students achieve in the top two bands
for NAPLAN reading, writing and
numeracy.
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Strategic Direction 2: QUALITY TEACHING

Purpose

To ensure teachers develop quality
teaching practices utilising evidence based
pedagogy. 

Improvement Measures

Increase effective use of data to inform
pedagogy across the school.

Increase collaborative practice and
effective feedback across the school.

People

Staff

Teaching programs reflect monitoring and
assessment of student learning and
progress.

Leaders

Adopt an explicit approach towards
monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness
of teaching and learning based upon high
expectations.

Students

Build skills in utilising quality criteria to
authentically engage with and lead their
own learning.

Processes

Engage in Effective Classroom Practice

Develop and provide professional learning
in the implementation of quality teaching
and learning through evidence based
programs that meet the learning needs of
all students.

Data Use in Teaching

Effectively monitor student progress by
developing assessment tasks that are
conducive to consistent judgement of
student learning, and which identify skill
gaps for improvement and areas for
extension.

Collaborative Practice and Feedback

Teachers draw on research to develop and
implement future focused teaching and
learning strategies.

Evaluation Plan

Regular gathering of data for analysis

Analysis of teaching programs

Regular engagement with, and reflection
upon, milestones

Classroom observations

Student surveys

Monitoring of progress against the SEF

Practices and Products

Practices

Teachers systematically plan lessons that
cater to all students and reflect progress
and achievement.

Professional discussion, collaboration and
effective feedback improves teaching and
learning, knowledge and practice.

All teachers use data to inform and
differentiate teaching and learning.

Products

Teachers collaborate with other staff to
share good practice and reflect on teaching
effectiveness.

Teaching practice is enhanced by
effectively delivered curriculum;
underpinned by professional development,
collegial planning and authentic
assessment.

Teaching/ Learning programs are
data–based, differentiated and reflect
student progress.
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Strategic Direction 3: EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Purpose

To ensure leadership is strong, strategic
and effective. As a result of this leadership,
the school community is self–sustaining
and ever improving.

Improvement Measures

Distributed Instructional Leadership is
evident across the school and drives quality
teaching and learning.

Increased number of staff leading curricular
and extra–curricular programs for students
across the school.

Schools self–assessment reflects an
increased incidence of the school
excelling on elements of the School
Excellence Framework. 

People

Students

Develop skills in using self–assessment,
explicit quality criteria and feedback to be
consistent instigators of success in
learning.

Staff

Collaborate and participate in professional
learning to ensure high performance.

Demonstrate a commitment towards
shared responsibility and accountability for
a high performance culture with a clear
focus on student progress and wellbeing.

Leaders

Utilise instructional leadership to increase
the capacity of all staff to provide formal
mentoring, coaching and support in order to
enhance effective and collaborative
teaching practice.

Identify aspiring leaders within the school
and increase their capacity to work towards
higher levels of accreditation, and to
support the continuous improvement of
teaching and learning practices within the
school.

Parents/Carers

Work closely with the school to develop a
culture of high expectations, and continued,
sustainable improvement to maximise
success for the school community.

Processes

Instructional Leadership

Implement systems, processes and
practices that enhance the capacity of all
staff to develop a culture of high
expectations and community engagement
which results in sustained and measurable
whole school improvement.

Performance Management and
Development 

Develop leadership that supports
collaborative performance development,
and shared accountability across the
school to continuously facilitate and monitor
school improvement.

Evaluation Plan

Charting and self–assessment against the
SEF

TTFM Staff/ Student/ Parents and Carer
Surveys

School Plan Milestones

Financial Expenditure

What Works Best Reflection Guide

Practices and Products

Practices

Teaching and non–teaching staff seek to
improve their performance.

Professional learning in the school
develops effective instructional leadership
to facilitate whole school improvement.

Clear processes, underpinned by timelines
and milestones, are understood by staff;
and meet the school's improvement
measures.

Products

The leadership team supports the
recognition of high performing teachers,
with a clear focus on student progress and
achievement through quality service
delivery.

A focus upon distributed instructional
leadership to inform evidence–based
teaching that ensures measurable learning
progress.

Evidence–based strategies underpin a
school plan that delivers improvement in
student progress.
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